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Welcome to our summer edition full of information, times
gone by and good times yet to be had.
Our past, previews our future
We were delighted to host an afternoon tea for
some of our past colleagues, many of whom
started their working life in the old hutted
hospital. We were able to catch up with
consultants that had worked here for many
years and nursing staff of which many started
out as students and progressed up through the
ranks. Fun and laughter was abound and the
stories of times gone by were amazing. After
they had their tea all were given a short talk on
the progress of the redevelopments at the
hospital and were given a guided tour of phase
1 to see what it will look like. They were all
impressed and looking forward to seeing the
building works once completed.

Departmental moves in August
With the first phase of the re-development
nearing completion, we thought it would be
good to inform you of the moves that have and
will be taking place over the coming month.
Main outpatients and Audiology from A Block
junction 7 and Cardiology from the fourth floor
have all now moved to the first floor in the main
hospital.
Women’s Health from the second floor and
MSK from junctions 8 and 8a have also moved
to the first floor of the main building.
On Friday 25 August - Blood Tests
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(Phlebotomy) will move from along the blue line
at junction 5 to the ground floor of the main
building.
Finally on Wednesday 30 August - Urgent Care
Centre (UCC) will move from A Block to the
ground floor of the main building.

The huts part 6

Sadly there are few photographs of this old
hospital but one I did find on the computer
showed the sweeping entrance leading up to
the offices, switchboard and the casualty
department. If we put this photograph in context
with all the stories that I have told, you will be
forgiven if you thought this was a holiday camp.
The entrance had a turning circle with a flag
pole and bunting flying from it – no special oak
tree flag in those days. From my point of view

from being a young man in those days Queen
Mary’s was a very well-run hospital. Go through
the main entrance and you would come across
all the open sided corridors to all departments.
The nurses were always very smartly dressed
and you could tell their grades by the colours
they wore e.g. cadet nurses, those just entering
the profession, wore light pink and white striped
uniforms, first year nurses wore grey stripe with
a grey belt, second year nurses wore pale blue
and a blue belt, third year nurses, those almost
ready to take their final exams wore red and
white striped dressed with red belts, every
nurse had to wear a white cap and patients
could easily distinguish their grades. The male
nurses had different coloured epaulettes on the
shoulders of their white tunics. When the
doctors came to do a ward round most of the
time a consultant was with them. The

consultants were in their smart suits, followed
by their registrar and house officers who always
wore clean crisp white coats. They addressed
the patient as Mr/Mrs or Miss no first names in
those days and the patients would address the
doctors and nurses as nurse /doctor or sir for
the consultant.
When the matron was due to do a ward round
all the beds had to be properly made and all the
staff in pristine uniform. I can still see to this
day, the matron Miss Redding, striding down
from her office near Frognal House and the
ward sisters nervously awaiting her arrival. This
was the serious side to the hospital which I
have not covered in my stories.

During my ten years in this old building new,
two storied nurses’ homes were built hence the
nurses moved out of their accommodation in
Frognal House and into these lovely new
homes. The only down side to this was that the
nurses had to walk a greater distance to the
hospital along a path which went through a
wooded area. As you can imagine even in
those days it was not always pleasant to do
this, so a porter patrol was set up to escort the
nurses to and from the homes.
Memoirs of Gerry Hosking
QMH Employee 1964-1978

QMH Estates Help Desk - logging a job
A gentle reminder when logging a job on the Estates Help Desk.......
Each job that is logged is given a job reference number which will be emailed to the caller.
This unique reference number allows callers to monitor the expectancy of their request they have
logged.
If some jobs do not meet with the expected standard, in the first instance you are advised to call
or email the Help Desk Manager, Julie McGregor with the details and job reference number on
ext. 3010, or Julie.mcgregor5@nhs.net who will follow this up for you and will aim to resolve the
issue promptly.
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A brief recollection..

I remember well the single Gillies theatre and the
old huts back in 1969. I recall the department had but two part timers, myself
and an orthodontist, Ken Pringle. There were no junior staff at all back then. I
was on call for everything but drew the line at toothache!
When I started, Ken and I had just one room. I did get the first OPG
(Orthopantomogram, full x-ray of the whole set of teeth) in the South East
Thames Region, well before Guy’s! Those were the days.
Although my base was Guy’s Hospital, I always felt a greater attachment to Queen Mary’s and
played an active part in the Hospital, including 4 years as Clinical Director of Surgery.
I started at Queen Mary’s in 1969 aged 32 and finished in 2002, just a few years older.
Don Gibb, Retired Consultant ,Oral Surgery

A feel good day
On Saturday 12 August, an army of volunteers,
both young and old dedicated their time to
carry out a project and managed to turn this…

Into this…

years old, were invaluable in distributing the
correct amount of plants to each of the circles
and for keeping us all supplied with chocolate
biscuits too.
A big thank you to the Friends of Queen Mary’s
who funded this project and special thanks to
Sarah-Jane Mahoney with Jack and Lily,
Lynn Jones, Diane Jones, Pat Tims,
Jan Bennett, Tony Spearman and Jacqui Lane
for their hard work.

We finally finished in the afternoon, thoroughly
With months of planning, researching,
measuring and pricing of plants and soil, work exhausted, but so pleased with our day’s work.
started at 8am when the goods were delivered.
The circles had to be dug over and raked
through ready for the top soil to be added, one
tonne in each. Then the plan for the numbers
and the amount of plants was carefully worked
out for each one.
The dedication of everyone shone through
when they spent the whole day planting 450
flowers in the shape of ‘100’ in preparation for
the centenary celebrations at the hospital.
A constant supply of fun, laughter and tea was
evident throughout the day. Our youngest
volunteers Jack and Lily being only 10 and 5
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Faces From The Front
Is the latest book to be written by Dr Andrew
Bamji, a retired Consultant from Queen Mary’s
who over the years has spent many hours
studying and researching the history of Queen’s
hospital, Harold Gillies and World War 1.
Dr Bamji will be signing copies of his book for
those wishing to purchase a copy at the hospital’s
Centenary Event on Saturday 9 September.
Details of this event are below.

Your news and questions
If you have any interesting news from Queen Mary’s new or old you would like to share, views about
anything within this newsletter, or any questions you would like to ask about what is happening around
Queen Mary’s, do get in touch. If you would like this newsletter emailed to you please do let us know.
Contact details are: denise.webb@nhs.net or you can telephone on 020 8308 3013.
oxleas.nhs.uk

